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The 2017 OECD guidelines[1] on transfer pricing (TP) describe business restructurings as the cross-border
reorganization of commercial and financial relations between associated enterprises including the
termination or substantial renegotiation of existing arrangements. Often, this is accompanied by transfer of
something of value. A critical element of business restructuring is a change in Functions, Assets and Risks
(FAR) of the restructured entity. It is therefore, tempting to treat any change in FAR between related parties
as a business restructuring. However, the issue is much more complex and layered. It requires significant
fact finding, understanding of options realistically available to parties, scrutiny of the changes and the
benefits thereof and an examination of the financial implications arising as a consequence. The ensuing
paragraphs analyse this topic in the context of an Israeli court ruling on Broadcom Semiconductor Ltd. 

Summary of the case

Broadcom Semiconductors Ltd (taxpayer), previously known as Dune Semiconductors Ltd, is an Israeli
company producing and marketing router switching components and high-speed switches designed for
broadband communications infrastructure. Broadcom Ltd was 100% held by Dune Networks Inc., a US
company (Parent Co).

In 2002, the taxpayer had entered into a license agreement with Dune Networks Inc., whereby Parent Co
granted it the right to use its intellectual property (IP) in exchange for royalties (to be determined by an
appropriate transfer pricing method). It was agreed that IP developed up to the date of the signing of the
agreement was owned by the Parent Co. Future IP would be owned by the taxpayer. Additionally, there was a
license agreement between the taxpayer, the Parent Co and a third party for joint development of IP owned
by the taxpayer.

In 2009, Parent Co was purchased by Broadcom US for US$ 200 million. Subsequently in the year 2010,
Broadcom US, the taxpayer and other affiliates entered into a series of agreements (the Transaction). The
taxpayer entered into a marketing and technical support agreement and a R&D service agreement on a cost-
plus basis to provide these services to its related parties overseas. There was a separate out-licensing
agreement granting a related party in Cayman Islands the right to develop, design, sell and distribute
products deriving from the IP of the taxpayer in return for royalty based on the licensee’s sales.

In August 2012, as part of the global restructuring of the Broadcom Group, the parent company was merged
into the company thereby making the taxpayer a wholly owned subsidiary of Broadcom US. In November
2016, the taxpayer sold its IP for US$ 73 million to Avago Technologies following its acquisition by Broadcom.

The Israel Tax Authority challenged the Transaction stating that the taxpayer had converted a full-fledged
business comprising of production, marketing, distribution and sales into a limited functions entity providing
only services to its group companies.  In doing so, the taxpayer had fragmented its business, reduced its
risks and rewards and transferred its FAR. This constituted a business model change / business restructuring
and provided ground to recharacterize it as a sale of FAR subject to capital gains taxation.

The taxpayer counter-argued that a business restructuring and transfer of FAR would only have been
appropriate had the Israeli entity been emptied of its activity after the acquisition by Broadcom. However, in
this case, it continued as an operational company in Israel both as a licensor and as a service provider and
its activity, workforce and financial situation actually improved following the Transaction. Moreover, several
years later, the taxpayer eventually sold its IP and was taxed for the realized capital gain in Israel. Hence,
there was no basis to recharacterize the Transaction as a sale.

In their arguments, the taxpayer and the tax authority also presented expert opinions before the court.

Judgment of the Israeli court
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The court thoroughly examined the facts in reaching its decision in favour of the taxpayer. The observations
and conclusions on some salient aspects are presented below:

i) Business restructuring

The tax authority relied upon an earlier case of Gteko Ltd. (delivered by the same judge) to argue business
restructuring. However, the court distinguished the taxpayer’s facts from that case clearly noting that the
change in Gteko had resulted in leaving behind a “contentless shell corporate’ such that it collapsed after its
acquisition. On the contrary, the taxpayer’s activity expanded following the Transaction as reflected by an
increase in workforce, income and expenses. Acknowledging that the taxpayer’s functions and risks may
have changed, the court opined that this change does not automatically transfer an economic asset and
become a basis for recharacterizing an otherwise commercially rational transaction.  The court recognized
the power of the tax authority to examine the issue on merits; but in the absence of any evidence to suggest
that the transaction is wider than the one presented; felt that intervention beyond the principles of transfer
pricing should not be permitted. In general, the contractual agreement should be respected and any
recharacterization should be in rare cases.

ii) Functional analysis

The court did not agree with the tax authority’s observation that following the Transaction, the taxpayer had
given up the management function and left the marketing function and R&D function largely devoid of
economic content. The mere fact that the marketing and R&D function was being compensated on a cost-
plus basis did not indicate any separation of these functions from the taxpayer’s business. The local
presence and increase in workforce over the years in these functions cannot be discounted.

iii) Risk analysis

The court while acknowledging that the taxpayer may have reduced certain risks also pointed out that it had
taken on certain other risks (like single customer risk). The government’s own guidance on business
restructuring recognized that it can involve replacement of one risk with another without changing the
overall level of risk. In this case, the taxpayer while agreeing to a cost-plus compensation for certain
functions also was a licensor bearing business risks and had therefore not eliminated all its risks in exchange
for lower returns. In any case, the arm’s length principles empowered the tax authorities to examine whether
an appropriate compensation was paid to the taxpayer in relation its inter-company agreements without
necessarily triggering a business restructuring argument.

iv) Options realistically available

The court believed that the tax authority did not examine the question of a realistically better alternative
available to the taxpayer and mechanically assumed that the pre-Transaction way of operating the business
was the only option available and any change from it automatically became a business restructuring. There
was no evidence presented to rebut the taxpayer’s argument that the Transaction represented a better way
of doing its business.

v) Separation of old IP and new IP

The court did not accept the tax authority’s argument that the taxpayer could not technologically,
economically and legally separate old IP (i.e. IP developed before the Transaction) and new IP (IP developed
after the Transaction). The taxpayer proved a clear separation was being maintained between the two
mainly for data security reasons, and the old IP was on its servers in Israel which Broadcom employees could
not access.

vi) Burden of proof and tax avoidance

The court concluded after review of the contracts and the expert witness testimony that the taxpayer’s
agreements were commercially rational, driven by business reasons and not primarily to derive any tax
advantage. The tax authority also did not allege any profit shifting or tax savings in this case lending greater
credence to the court’s conclusion. In establishing the rules for burden of proof, the court was clear that
proving ‘what’ the transaction was, is the responsibility of the taxpayer. The tax authority on the other hand
would have to demonstrate the deviation from the transaction presented in case of a disagreement with it.

Key takeaways

The most important lesson from this ruling is the court’s critical observation that any business change
cannot automatically become a business restructuring. The tax authority would have to demonstrate what
economically significant asset has been transferred between related parties that would otherwise have been
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compensated had the same transaction occurred between unrelated parties. Often changes in transfer
pricing compensation happen for a variety of commercial reasons. To assume these to be business
restructuring without appropriate fact finding and diligence could lead to unnecessary disputes and
uncertainty. It is particularly relevant to note that Indian transfer pricing regulations include business
restructuring as an international transaction, but no further guidance is available on it. While the OECD
guidance is relevant reference material, it would be beneficial if the policy makers could formulate an
administrative position paper on this subject with examples to give taxpayers a better idea of what to expect
during assessments. In the case of McKinsey Knowledge Centre [TS-997-ITAT-2016(DEL)-TP], the Delhi ITAT
held that mere change in profitability of the taxpayer due to a different remuneration methodology cannot
said to have resulted in business restructuring.

In transaction like these with multiple events and spanning over a period of time, it is critical for taxpayers to
demonstrate strong business purpose and economic substance memorialized in well-articulated contracts.
The starting point of these examinations is a taxpayer’s documentation and the court has correctly placed
the burden of proof on them. The tax administration can only examine the transaction correctly if all the
necessary information and documents are presented and a case is made out properly. Comparative analyses
of pre and post change FAR, business parameters, financial performance, internal IP records are essential
elements of a taxpayers’ defence and should be prepared contemporaneously to increase the credibility of
the submission in the event of a challenge by the tax authorities. A considered analysis of risks also merits
special mention since the court opined that replacement of risks does not mean necessarily business
restructuring. The importance of a qualitative and quantitative ‘Options Realistically Available’ (ORA) analysis
cannot be over emphasized. An ORA analysis can help a taxpayer declutter a situation and bring out
objective and data driven facts to the fore while explaining any business change. This is highly
recommended as a ‘must have’ for taxpayers. Expert witness testimony from both sides also helped the
court understand and conclude on facts and issues and can be explored for local cases too.

Courts have consistently upheld the importance of ‘commercial expediency’ and restrained the powers of tax
authorities to recharacterize transactions. The availability of general anti-avoidance rules and specific anti-
avoidance rules (like transfer pricing regulations) in India increasingly worry taxpayers as a potential recipe
for controversy. Therefore, due checks and balances are important to prevent misuse of these powers to
challenge commercially rational arrangements.

With the adoption of three-tiered TP documentation process, taxpayers and professional advisors should
carefully review the details provided in the Master File and Country-by-Country Report. It is important that
these disclosures reflect the actual conduct of parties to strengthen consistency in facts across jurisdiction
and the reliability of the narrative. The Dutch Court in the case of Netherlands vs Restructuring BV,
September 2017, Rechtbank ZWB, No BRE 15/5683, stressed on the importance of contemporaneous
intercompany contracts and alignment of actual conduct with contractual obligations.

Conclusion

Businesses are likely to restructure their operations given the current disruption due to Covid-19. To
mechanically treat every change as a business restructuring requiring compensation would be flawed. The
question of business restructuring entails answering two questions- whether a change can be called a
business restructuring; and whether such business restructuring needs compensation. There is no easy one
size fits all answer for this as every situation would be unique and should be subject to the test of objectivity
and scientific analysis based on the principles emerging from the growing body of jurisprudence.

*Views are personal. 

 

[1] OECD TP Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administrations, July 2017
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